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 Everyone knows the picture on the cover.  The black and white photo of Anita Eckberg - 

dressed in a low-cut evening gown and her eyes closed in rapture - standing beside the center 

cascade of Rome’s Trevi Fountain.  Even those who never see the film, or fall asleep before the 

television when it comes on at night or early morning, or remember certain scenes but think a three-

hour movie is just too long.  Or wonder why a fifty-year old film would be of interest to someone 

who glances at the cover of the April 17, 2009 Friday insert, il Venerdi of Rome’s national newspaper, 

La Repubblica.  So the opening text of the first article itself also begins on the magazine cover, just 

below the title – the only color there - in bright red capital letters: LA DOLCE VITA.  “The birth of a 

film that prophesized the crisis of today”, the newspaper film critic Marco Cicala writes.  “How we 

were.  Actually how we are.  And how is it that Fellini understands this fifty years ago”.  La dolce vita 

creates one era and anticipates another, Cicala says.  “Ours”.  A time of dynamic entrepreneurs and 

innovation on the one hand, and on the other, of individualism that undercuts collective norms, of 

hedonism, of an ideology of success, of what Pier Pasolini calls Sviluppo senza progresso – development 

without progress – to describe this aspect of the sixties.  And to many at the time, Fellini’s La dolce vita 

is a faithful documentary of 1950s/1960’s Rome.i  
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 Five years after La dolce vita comes out, Fellini tells an interviewer for Pllayboy magazine: “I 

intended it to be a document, not a documentary”.  On the other hand, he says in this and other 

interviews that an artist’s intentions really do not matter, that at best they can help one get started but 

then they get lost in the creative process.  That many works of art become great despite the artist’s 

intentions.  He dismisses questions that ask him to explain the “meaning” of his own films.  At times 

he plays with those who ask questions along these lines by giving answers that directly contradict 

earlier ones.  For example, he has particular fun over the years when people ask about the 

significance of the final beach scene of La dolce vita, in which the young waitress/Umbrian angel 

Paula smiles at Marcello as he dismisses her to rejoin his comrades of the previous night’s orgy and 

then she turns to smile directly into the camera at us.  Does this mean that Marcello is condemned to 

the shallow sweet life he has been chasing throughout the film or that Paula sees hope for his 

redemption and rebirth?  When Italian film director and producer Enzo Peri asks Fellini in 1961, after 

La dolce vita wins international critical acclaim, “What will be the subject of your next movie?, Fellini 

answers: “It will be an attempt to study what the little girl says with her enigmatic smile at the end of 

La dolce vita”.ii  But Fellini also uses questions about intentions and meaning in the final scenes of La 

dolce vita and other films to make a more general point about his aesthetic values.  “I think it is 

immoral (in the true sense of the word) to tell a story that has a conclusion.  Because you cut out your 

audience the moment you present a solution”.  It denies them an opportunity to participate in and 

fully engage the art.  But then again, when interviewers challenge Fellini’s answers that contradict 

earlier ones that he has given, he can respond as he has over the years: “You must never trust what I 

say in interviews”, “I can’t be accused of what I say in interviews”, and “I say so many things.  But 

even though I said that, it is true”.iii  

 There is a timeless quality to the film La dolce vita – as there is to all great art.  Fellini once said 

it is about “Rome’s soul, a way of being of a people”. Who live in the Eternal City.  One of three films 

in which he seeks to capture the City’s soul.  A city where over the centuries people come , in 
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different ways and in different meanings, to be reborn.  The film could have been about Bangkok 

(where, by the way, there is now a restaurant called La Dolce Vita in the Swissotel Nai Lert Park), 

Fellini says, or a thousand other cities if he lived there instead.  Or Sodom and Gomorrah, he says.iv 

Some of those who celebrate the enduring quality of La dolce vita fifty years later characterize it as a 
mid-twentieth century film that raises questions relevant to the being of a people in the twenty-first 
century.  Others might be thinking beyond that. 
 
“Your Italy is not our Italia 
 
 The title La dolce vita has led a separate life from the substance and art of the movie.  “The title 
of the film came to have a meaning exactly the opposite of what I’d intended”, Fellini tells the writer 
Charles Thomas Samuels, author of Encountering Directors, in 1971.  “I wanted the title to signify not 
“Easy Life” but “The Sweetness of Life”v  Since its release in 1960, however, audiences outside of Italy 
– and particularly in the United States – associate the sweet life of the title with the easy life of 
celebrity and wealth and leisure.  With the sweetness of doing nothing – a sensual dream world of 
dolce fa niente where lucky hard-working Americans and other outsiders can enjoy the fruits of their 
labors.  So the title of Fellini’s film becomes a brand name for Italy.  An invitation to cruise down 
Rome’s via Veneto as the glitterati do in the fifties and sixties and to indulge in a guilt-free hedonism 
of consumption, empty spectacle, sexual freedom (or at least, as in the film, chasing it).  La dolce vita 
becomes short hand for outsiders’ perception of quality of life in Italy today.  An image of a country 
whose people have mastered the art of living as they have the other arts. .  That the fabled beauty of 
Italy is to be found in the daily life of Italians as well as in its museums and piazzas, opera houses 
and landscapes.  This is the la dolce vita favored by travel agents and restaurants.  By Starbucks, 
Italian government offices of tourism, and romantic American films.  And in the United States, la 
dolce vita becomes a brand name for selling big-brand products.  “A great cup of coffee should 
transport you”, reads a poster I see in a Los Angeles coffee shop a few years ago.  “Ours could take 
you to Italy.  Use your card often enough and you could win a Vespa tour of Italy, it says.  “Another 
way the Starbuck’s Card can help you discover la dolce vita”.  Or the gold letters on the cardboard 
carrying handle of the six-pack of beer I buy in Plymouth Massachusetts:  “Discover la Dolce Vita 
with Birra Moretti”  And Moretti’s American web address, where you can click on “La Dolce Vita” 
(the other two options are “Italian Lifestyle” and “Italian Passion”.).  “Moretti embodies what we call 
La Dolce Vita” the website tells you.  And “La Dolce Vita is all about living the good life, full of 
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pleasure and indulgence”.  A few months ago, the same website notes that “it is only natural that 
Birra Moretti is the official beer sponsor of “La Dolce Vita” the name of the Italian Festival in London 
in March, 2011.vi  This mandolins-and sunsets-and spaghetti image of Italy is disseminated by outside 
visitors to an Italy- without - Italians who are not in the country long enough or see only Central Italy 
and are therefore unaware of the structural problems it faces in the 21st century.  The 
“spaghettizzazione” of Italy, critics call it.vii  First, you have to understand one thing, Corriere dell Sera 
journalist Beppe Severgnini says in a recent book, La Testa degli Italiani, in which he attempts to 
explain Italy and everyday Italian life to foreign readers.  “Your Italy is not our Italia”, he writes.  
“Italy  is a type of soft drug peddled to the world as Italy. A predictable world of hills and sunsets, 
olives and lemons, white wine and girls with black hair.  L’Italia, instead, is a labyrinth.  Fascinating 
but complicated.  A place one risks entering and wandering about aimlessly for years but having a 
world of fun”.viii  Pier Paolo Pasolini, who worked with Fellini on La Dolce Vita and other projects, 
criticized the film for what he considered its weak ideology, arid Catholicism, and portrayal of 
Roman decadence.  But he also said about all those people who Fellini has wander aimlessly about in 
circles, and then spirals that carry them deeper into the labyrinths of Rome, “I have never seen a film 
in which all the characters are so full of the joy of being”.ix  Unfortunately, there is a price to pay for 
all of this. 
 
The Sweet Life of dolce fa niente 
  
         Under the title, “Addio, Dolce Vita”, Europe editor John Peet and his colleagues write an 
extensive review of the quality of life in early 21st century Italy in the November 26, 2005 British 
financial weekly The Economist.  A dark image of Italy quite different than the “soft drug” of 
Severgnini’s book. “At first blush, life in Italy still seems sweet enough.”, Peet writes.  And he pays 
tribute to the country’s stunning landscapes and beautiful and historic city centers, great cultural 
treasures and wonderful food and wine.  “Yet beneath this sweet surface, many things have turned 
sour”.  The text of the article points to many of same symptoms of decline seen in the 2009 article in il 
Venerdi: a slow rate of economic growth, low rank in international competitiveness, a skyrocketing 
cost of living, a growing budget deficit, a blocked political system, and high unemployment – 
particularly among those in their twenties and thirties.  Their also is a subtext of the article, conveyed, 
for example, through speculation that the fate of 21st century Italy might resemble the decline of 
Venice at the end of the 18th century brought on by not taking advantage of its centuries-long 
monopoly in trade with the East and ends with the Venice of today: “little more than a tourist 
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attraction, however beguiling”.  The pictures that accompany the article convey this subtext even 
more directly.  Just below “Addio Dolce Vita” on the magazine cover a marble statue stands before a 
washed brown stucco wall, the mouth and chin of its classical face partly hidden by a temporary 
screen of rough boards.  Pollution and wanton neglect have darkened to nearly black the tight coils of 
hair and mottled the nose and brow in shades of gray.  Above the opening lines of the text inside, a 
quarter-page photograph shows elegant couples sitting at white-clothed tables in the softly lighted 
warm colors of an Italian piazza.  Behind them, on the awning of the restaurant is its name: “Caffe 
Dolce Vita Ristorante”.  The subtext of the article is that there is a price to pay for the sweet life.  And 
that the meaning of the term la dolce vita implicit in the subtext is the sweet life of dolce fa niente – of 
doing nothing, of “the easy life” that Fellini says is the opposite of what he means the title of his film 
to signify.x 
         “Nature’s Darling and the Elder Sister of all other countries” is how a young Englishman, 
Roman Catholic priest, tutor of English nobles, and Italophile with five extended stays in Italy puts it.  
Then he qualifies it with a moral judgment about the easy life similar to the subtext of the The 
Economist article.  “Receiving such gracious looks from the Sun and Heaven”, he writes, “that if there 
be a fault in Italy it is that Mother Nature has cockered her too much, even to make her become 
Wanton”.  Lassels writes this in The Voyage of Italy – a book which gives birth to the concept of the 
Grand Tour.   In 1670.  This stereotype of an immoral Italy and a hedonistic indolent people “who 
would rather bask in the sun or play bocce than put in an honest day’s work” is a theme that Professor 
A.M. Canepa finds in a survey of British travel writing across five centuries – one that is particularly 
strong in the course of the 17th century when Italy loses its superior economic position relative to 
England.  An era that Canepa shows to be a long-term pattern of English stereotypes of Italians and 
Italian stereotypes of the English (arrogant, greedy, ambitious, overly committed to work, 
barbarians), which reflects the relative economic position of the two countries.xi 
 
“That Other Great Director” 
  
        In 1980 Fellini has a series of meetings in New York with C.B.S. network executives who want 
him to create a thirty-three program television series of Dante’s Inferno.  Fellini insists that the 
characters of the damned be nude, and the proposed project collapses when market surveys show the 
American public would not accept this.  “All my life I have been pestered by these extravagant 
offers”, Fellini says.  “You can’t say no; you are Italian, Dante was an Italian, and Americans 
appreciate your work”.xii  But Fellini does say no. And one reason, as many Fellini scholars point out, 
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is that Dante’s writings already infuse his body of films.  A noted Dante scholar, film expert and 
friend of Fellini, Professor Jacqueline Risset tells of going with Fellini to hear a lecture on Dante and 
psychoanalysis at the University of Rome.  After a while she turns to Fellini and whispers: “Ma non 
senti come tutto questo ti assomiglia, Federico?” – “Don’t you find it similar to you, to your work, 
Federico?”.xiii  University of California Professor Marguerite Wallers says that Dante’s Commedia 
presents itself “not as a text to be submitted to, but to be walked around, lived in, interacted with” – 
words that apply as well to the structure of Fellini’s La dolce vita, I believe, and good advice to those 
who watch the film.  And years later, Fellini himself suggests that the aesthetic of La dolce vita takes 
on an ethical sense that seems closer to Dante Alighieri - “that other great director,” - than to the 
pleasure seeking of the contemporary myth.xiv 
 
La dolce vita in Dante’s Paradiso 
 

       In 1319, Dante Alighieri writes a letter to Francesco della Scala, his patron and former host in 

Verona.  He encloses the first canto of Paradiso and an exegesis of the entire Comedy – whose purpose, 

he writes is “to remove those living in this life from a state of misery and to bring them to a state of 

happiness”.xv  “La dolce vita” is how Dante three times in Paradiso characterizes the state of utmost 

bliss to be found in heaven and which awaits those who read or hear and understand the Comedy. 

“The first is Paradiso IV:35, in which Beatrice explains to Dante the presence in the lowest heavenly 

sphere of two nuns who have been forced to leave the convent and to marry - one is the Florentine 

Piccarda Donati, a fourth cousin of Dante’s wife Gemma Donati.  Although they are in the lowest 

heaven,  Beatrice says, they “differentemente han dolce vita” – “share one same sweet life” as those in 

higher heavens. (Paradiso IV, 35-36).  She then explains a central theme of the Commedia: the doctrine 

of Free Will, without which there would be neither narrative of nor purpose to the pilgrim’s 

journey.xvi  We hear la dolce vita again in the sixth sphere of heaven (Jupiter) in Paradiso XX, where the 

pilgrim encounters a vision of justice in the form of a giant eagle made up of souls, including “just” 

pagans, who sing a song that is incomprehensible to Dante.  Closest to the Eagle’s beak is the Roman 

Emperor Trajan (A.D.E. 98-117).  The pilgrim reads his story of pride and humility in the beautiful 
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stone carving of Purgatorio X:73-93.  Trajan, a righteous pagan, is freed from the permanence of Limbo 

by the intercession of Pope Gregory (590-604), who is moved by the story of the Emperor, who a poor 

widow stops as he leads his troops to battle and begs him to avenge the death of her son.  Saying that 

Justice wills him to comply and pity holds him to that spot, Trajan does what the widow asks.  Trajan 

spends four centuries in Limbo before the Pope’s intervention brings him to Purgatory, where he 

slowly works his way up the mountain to Paradise.  And now he knows “Quanto caro costa non sequir 

Cristo per l’esperienza di questa dolce vita e de l’opposta – “”And now he knows from living this sweet 

life, and having lived its opposite how dear it costs a man to fail to follow Jesus Christ”.  Dante gives 

substance to the concept of la dolce vita through these canti of Purgatorio and Paradiso.  One in which 

Justice and humility are essential values.xvii  La dolce vita appears for a third time in Paradiso XXV: 91-

93, in the pilgrim’s response to St. James’ question that he explain Hope, which motivates humans to 

love the good on earth.  Dante responds with a reference to the Old Testament Prophet Isaiah (61:7, 

61:10):xviii 

Dice Isaia che ciascuna vestita 
   Ne la sua terra fia di doppia vesta – 
  E la sua terra è questa dolce vita 
 
Isaiah testifies that every man 
   In his homeland shall wear a double raiment, 
   And his homeland is this sweet life of bliss. 

 

Canto XXV is among those Dante writes late in the ten year period he writes the Commedia (1310–
1320) – one of the final thirteen canti missing at the time of his death in September, 1321.  He is fifty-
six years old and been in exile from Florence now for nearly twenty years.  He has twice refused the 
City’s offer of amnesty for exiles who return.  The first, an amnesty of May, 1315 grants amnesty to 
exiles on the condition that they participate in a ceremony of penitence known as the oblatio, and pay 
a fine. When Dante rejects and denounces a second amnesty offer in October, 1315, the city of 
Florence confiscates his property and condemns him and his three sons to be executed by cutting off 
their heads.xix  Yet even as he nears death and after years of writing that have “made me lean from 
laboring so long “ - as he puts it in the opening lines of Canto XXV:3 - Dante holds out hope that 
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“those cruel hearts that exile me from my sweet fold where I grew up a lamb” will change their voice.  
Then, “I shall return, a poet, and at my own baptismal font assume the laurel wreath”.  Dante’s 
expresses his own hope of someday returning to the sweet fold of Florence in a Canto on the 
importance of Hope to the sweet life on earth and in heaven.  Beatrice intercedes and explains to St. 
James that it is Hope that has made it possible for Dante to ascend to Paradise.  The entire canto is one 
of Hope:  Beatrice, in the form of a light from heaven that moves toward the pilgrim, tells St. James 
that there is no one “with greater hope” than Dante (52-53) , the pilgrim says that “Hope is sure 
expectancy of future bliss” (66-67)  and quotes Psalms 9:10: “Let them have hope in Thee who know 
Thy name” (73).  And as the pilgrim utters the concluding last of his reference to Isaiah and the sweet 
life of earth and heaven he hears a choir sing to the dancing spheres the hymn of hope “Sperent in texx.  
Although some critics of Fellini’s La dolce vita point to Marcello’s seeming despair and sense of 
hopelessness in the sweet life of the fifties and sixties at the end of the film, others (including me) see 
signs of hope in the young waitress/Umbrian angel Paula – in her smiles and excitement about her 
future when she first meets Marcello in the beachside restaurant and in her enigmatic smile in the 
beach sequence at the end of the film. The bright lights that both illuminate and blind in the Isaiah 
canto of Hope, Paradiso XX, are also a dominant visual motif of La dolce vita: the bursts of light from 
headlights, flashbulbs, torches, bicycle lights, arc lights, search lights, floodlights, candles, flashlights, 
and spotlights, which begins early on in the film in the sequence where the headlights of 
Maddalena’s car shine directly at the camera.xxi 
 
Italy and the Five Senses 
 
 
       “I led you here with skill and intellect,” Virgil tells the pilgrim at the end of Purgatorio XXVII: 130-
142. – his last words in the Commedia and just before the pilgrim enters the Garden of Eden .  “From 
here on, let your pleasure be your guide”.  .  “Behold the sun shining upon your brow, behold the 
tender grass, the flowers, the trees .  .  . You may sit here or wander, as you please.  .  . Now is your 
will upright, wholesome and free, and not to heed its pleasure would be wrong”.  And Beatrice 
explains to the pilgrim in Paradiso IV: 35 - shortly after he hears the story of Piccarda Donati and the 
Empress Constance in the lowest heavenly sphere - “I speak as one must speak to minds like yours 
which apprehend only from sense perception what later it makes fit for intellection.xxii  Today, any 
discussion of Italy and the five senses is likely to revert to a dolce fa niente sense of la dolce vita evident 
in the writings of Italophiles from Longefellow to Frances Mayes.  “The beautifiers”, Leonardo 
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Sciascia calls them, “italianizzante” outside visitors.xxiii  In November, 1984, Italo Calvino outlines a 
short story about the sense of sight for a collection of tales to be called I Cinque Sensi, “The Five 
Senses”.xxiv  He has already finished stories about three of the senses: smell (written in 1972), taste 
(1981), and hearing (1984) when he sketches a few ideas for the one on sight.  But eleven months later, 
before he gets a chance to create a story from the outline, he dies.xxv  Five months earlier, Harvard 
University invites him to present the Charles Eliot Norton Poetry Lectures for the academic year, 
1985-86.  For a while, then, toward the end of 1984, Calvino outlines his ideas about the sense of sight 
to fit within the frame of the projected book of stories on the five senses and also starts work on a 
lecture on vision and visibility - one of the six qualities of value to fit within the Norton Lecture series 
frame: “Six Lessons for the New Millenium”.  After Calvino dies at a hospital in Siena in September, 
1985, his wife Esther finds five completed lectures sitting on his writing desk ready to be put in a 
suitcase for his trip to America – each on a particular value of literature and endangered quality of 
human existence: lightness, quickness, exactitude, visibility, and multiplicity; a sixth, on consistency, 
was to have been written in Cambridge.  Three years later, the lectures are published under the title: 
Lezioni americane: Sei proposte per il prossimo millenio.  The ostensible purpose of the lessons or memos 
is to teach what Calvino has learned in a lifetime of writing.  But they are more than this, Professor 
Gian Carlo Roscioni says in the first edition of the book: they are also ruminations on the careless, 
distracted nature of human existence. Here is how Calvino begins the fourth memo, about the sense 
of sight and the visible world, “Visibilità”:  “There is a verse of Dante in Purgatorio (XVII, 25) that says 
“Then poured down inside a high fantasy”. My lecture this evening will take off from this 
observation: fantasy is a place where it rains inside”.xxvi  Calvino puts visibility on a short list of 
human values to be saved because he believes the flood of prefabricated television, film, and 
computer images of modern life diminish the human faculty of seeing what is not there.  The ability 
to evoke, with eyes shut, images that crystallize into an icastic form (Calvino uses the Italian adjective, 
icastico, which he points out does not exist in English) of sharp, incisive, memorable visual images.  
All of Calvino’s stories, he says, have as their source a visual image, charged with meaning not yet 
known or expressed in verbal form.  For Calvino, this “mental cinema” of the imagination is a way 
that individuals can attain a knowledge that is outside themselves, beyond the subjective.xxvii  Calvino 
writes in the Norton lecture on visibility about a mode of vision that emerges directly and from 
within, but dies before he is able to write his story on sight for the book of stories on the five senses.  
But we see in his notes for the unwritten story on sight for “I Cinque Sensi,” his stories in Palomar, in 
interviews, essays, and other stories that Calvino’s philosophy of the eye encompasses all forms of 
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vision: corporeal vision of the senses, spiritual (or imaginative), and intellectual.  Three ways of 
seeing, which together form the Total Vision of Dante”s “The Divine Comedy’.xxviii 

Tullio Kezich calls La dolce vita a second liberation.  An invitation to go on holiday with eyes 
and ears wide open”.   Fellini says his films are about the process of liberation of the spectator.  
“white magic” when it works, he says.xxix  The Italian novelist Antonio Tabucchi recalls growing up in 
the small town of Vecchiano north of Pisa and believing that after the disaster of war, Italian life 
would continue to be like that of the Risorgimento.  But “La dolce vita opened my eyes”, he says.  “I 
was wrong.  I understood nothing. Fellini understood everything. He had already intuited what we 
were on the way to becoming: the media, the fake scoop, the spectacularization of nothing”. The dark 
side of the boom.xxx  
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